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Letter to the Editor 

In [4, 51 it has been shown that the numbers cotCr’ r&/n, 0 -C k <n/2, 
(k, n) = 1, are Q-linearly independent for r = 0, 1, 2,... . The proofs are based 
on the nonvanishing of L(r+ 1, x) (x a nonprincipal Dirichlet character) 
and group determinant considerations. For r = 0 this result had been 
known previously ([l-3], see also references in [4]). Our aim is to point 
out that this proposition is quite elementary for r > 1. Indeed, suppose 
there is a relation 

1 Uk cot@) z! = 0, 
n OkEQ> not all Us = 0. (*J 

0 < k < n/2 
(k,nj=l 

The numbers Y+’ cot’r) rck/n, k as in (*), are all Q-conjugate to one 
another. Hence, on applying a suitable Galois automorphism, we can 
assume that ul has the largest absolute.value of all ak in (*). But then (*) is 
impossible, for the partial fraction expansion of cot x yields 

The last step is similar to a standard proof of the simple fact 
~(r+l,~)#O,~~l.If~=O,thepropositionimplies~(l,~)#Oinanum- 
ber of cases (cf. [ 1 I), so this case is essentially deeper. 
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